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Current trends in the world economy and specialized communication set forth 
new assignments for studies of economic terminological infrastructure. By 
terminological infrastructure we mean different aspects involved such as terminology 
and specialized lexicography, terminology and language planning, terminology and 
standardization, terminology and computer-assisted human translation etc. All of 
these require careful consideration and study. The composite character of economic 
terminology, therefore, gives opportunity to its research using the different theoretical 
and applied aspects from different viewpoints. 
We consider economic terminology to be a part of natural language that forms a 
sublanguage. Its terminological units are taken from general language to facilitate 
professional communication and transfer knowledge in space and time. Our interest of 
study within this subject field is object verb phrases (OVPh) of economic terminology. 
In our research we adhere to the functional approach (in other terminology prescriptive 
approach) of studying that presupposes viewing their polyhedron nature both as 
structure-semantic units and terminological units representing and transferring 
knowledge about special denominative situations in specialized texts. 
For this purpose, we analyzed morphological, semantic and syntactical properties 
of OVPh components. These properties are stipulated by lexical meanings and 
grammatical combinatory patterns of the components as such. As a whole they denote 
a denominative situation that gives a recipient of a specialized text some concise and 
precise information about the relevant concepts of subject field. Thus, OVPh can be 
characterized as compact verbal signs transferring information from sender to 
recipient and enabling their specialized communication concerning the subject matter. 
 
